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Indian diaspora wants Biden to walk the talk
Hopes for permanent UNSC seat, better trade ties Biden victory unlikely
MODITWEETS

ADITI PHADNIS & DILASHA SETH
New Delhi, 8 November

CONGRATULATIONS
@JOEBIDEN ON YOUR
SPECTACULAR VICTORY! AS THE
VP, YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO
STRENGTHENING INDO-US
RELATIONS WAS CRITICAL AND
INVALUABLE. I LOOK FORWARD
TO WORKING CLOSELY TOGETHER
ONCE AGAIN TO TAKE
INDIA-US RELATIONS
TO GREATER
HEIGHTS

A

s congratulatory messages
poured in from world capitals for
Joe Biden and Kamala Harris on
taking command of the US government,
the Indian diaspora recalled the policy
paper released for relations with
India and the community on August 15
this year.
The paper said: “Biden will deliver
on his long-standing belief that India
and the US are natural partners, and a
Biden Administration will place a
high priority on continuing to
strengthen the US-India relationship.
No common global challenge can be
solved without India and the US working as responsible partners.”
Among specific commitments were
helping India become a permanent
member of the UN Security Council,
continued co-operation on terrorism,
strengthening ties on issues like climate
change and health; and working towards
a multifold increase in bilateral trade.
The paper also promised a more compassionate view on the 11 million illegal
immigrants in India (which includes 1.7
million from Asia and around 500,000
from India). It promised a review of the
H1B visa system by “expanding the
number of visas offered and eliminating
the limits on employment-based visas
by country.”
Reports from Washington said work
has already begun to deliver on some of
these promises, possibly within days of
taking office in January. Said Swadesh
Chatterji, entrepreneur and close
personal associate of Biden: “Biden has
always supported the cause of India-US
relationship. But for the role he played
as chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, the historic
civil nuclear deal would never have
been passed by the US Congress,”
Chatterjee said.
Indian trade bodies and lobby groups
had high hopes of normalisation of economic ties with the US.
“We believe that the Biden
Administration will not indulge in retaliatory tariff wars or impose ad hoc duties
in a unilateral manner like Trump. This
is expected to being in some predictability in the trade regime, which will help
strengthen bilateral relations. Besides,
uncertainty is most dangerous for
trade,” said Ajay Sahai, director general
& CEO, Federation of Indian Export
Organizations.
India’s trade surplus with the US has
seen a steady decline under Trump’s
regime with Washington pressing New
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THE TRADE TIES

India's trade surplus with US narrowed
under Trump administration
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Delhi to cut tariffs on US imports like
motorcycles price controls on pharma
and medical equipment. The trade surplus declined from $21.2 billion to $18.6
billion. India was forced to cut Customs
duty by half on imported motorcycles
like Harley-Davidson to 50 per cent after
Trump called it “unfair”.
The US last year hiked tariffs on steel
imports by 25 per cent and aluminium
imports by 10 per cent, which saw retaliation from India in the form of increased
tariffs on 29 high-value US agricultural and
industrial imports by up to 50 per cent.
Biden may dump unilateralism as a

trade response in favour of multilateralism and bilateralism, feel experts.
“The Biden Administration will also
follow the Trump administration’s logic
of trying to put pressure on the Chinese
and to get them to abide by international
treaty obligations included in the WTO.
But they would put pressure in a much
more diplomatic way — in a coherent
way, and in a multilateral or bilateral
manner, rather than unilateralism,” said
Jayant Dasgupta, India’s former
Ambassador to the World Trade
Organization.
He said Biden was expected to get
back the WTO on the rails but would
focus more on plurilateralism like
restarting negotiations on the
Comprehensive and Progressive Trans
Pacific Partnership (CTPP), expected to
be the world’s largest trade deal covering
40 per cent of the global economy. India,
though, is not a participant in TPP. “It is
likely that the US will come back at the
WTO table to reform the multilateral
organisation. The appellate body is virtually absent now, with several cases
pending against the US itself. That
might change,” said Dasgupta.
He said the US increased duties on
Indian steel and aluminium in the past
few years, as it did for the alloy and the
metal from China, Brazil, and a host of
other countries. “These matters are
pending with WTO, which might get closure that benefits India,” said Dasgupta.

“WE MUST WORK TOGETHER DURING
THIS CRITICAL TIME TO REINVIGORATE
THE BILATERAL ECONOMIC AGENDA FACILITATING ECONOMIC GROWTH,
ENHANCING JOB CREATION,
SUPPORTING SMALL BUSINESS, AND
ENABLING COOPERATION
IN INVESTMENT-RELATED
MOVEMENT OF
PROFESSIONALS"
UDAY KOTAK, CII President

“A DEMOCRATIC PROCESS VOTED FOR A
CHANGE IN A VERY DEFINING YEAR!
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE COMMUNITY THAT ENSURED THAT DEMOCRATIC
PROCESS WAS NOT
COMPROMISED IN A TOUGH
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT”
SAJJAN JINDAL,

Chairman & MD of JSW Group

“LEADERS WILL BE JUDGED BY WHAT
THEY SAY NOT JUST WHAT THEY DO.
LEADERS MUST ULTIMATELY REPRESENT
EVERYONE, NOT JUST THOSE WHO
VOTED FOR THEM (AND) LEADERS WITH
DECENCY, VALUES HAVEN'T
GONE OUT OF FASHION”
ANAND MAHINDRA,
Chairman of Mahindra
Group

IT services firms in wait-&-watch mode
BIBHU RANJAN MISHRA
Bengaluru, 8 November

Even though most associated with Indian
IT services and technology seem to be
heaving a sigh of relief with the liberal
Democrats led by Joe Biden returning to
power in the US, they are not celebrating
as yet. Traditionally, Democrats are considered liberal in their approach compared
to the heavily ‘nationalistic’ Republicans,
which was evident under the regime of
outgoing president Donald Trump.
Technology industry leaders are awaiting policy changes under the new regime
once Biden assumes charge as President
in January. Towards the fag end of his tenure, former president Barack Obama, a
Democrat, was seen bringing in changes
that were considered a deterrent to the
growth of the visa-dependent technology
outsourcing industry.
However, his tenure was relatively
much better for the industry on several
fronts. Many decisions taken by his government, including the much-hyped US
health care reforms or Obama Care, were
considered path-breaking, spurring new
opportunities for the tech industry.
After assuming charge, the first priority
of the new president will be to control
Covid and bring the economy back on
track, said Hansa Iyengar, principal ana-

lyst at Omdia. “There is bound to be some vacancies in computer occupation, on the
IT work coming up because of measures other. Nasscom looks forward to working
around these (such as contact tracking).” together with the new US administration,
She, however, said that not much is known to find solutions to the STEM skills gap,
about Biden’s policy direction other than and enable America to be more competthe belief that it is not as extreme as that itive, to grow and create more jobs,” it said.
of Trump. “How much
C P Gurnani, chief
and how quickly he will
executive officer (CEO)
reverse the earlier deci& managing director
sions on immigration > Democrats are known for their
(MD) of Tech Mahindra,
liberal immigration policy
and work visas remains
and a former chairman
to be seen,” said Iyengar. > Indian IT firms waiting for clarity in
of Nasscom, said it
Nasscom has welpolicy under Biden on many issues would bring peace and
comed Biden’s election > Outgoing president Trump's regime prosperity for the entire
with guarded optimism
was marred with uncertainty, lack world. “Congratulations
apart from highlighting
@JoeBiden
of clarity on several fronts
the acute shortage of > Former president Obama had taken @KamalaHarris from
technology skills the
the largest democracy to
several technology-led decisions
industry deals with in > Those in turn had created several
the world’s oldest
the country.
democracy... Wishing a
opportunities for tech industry
“Nasscom, compris- >
term of prosperity and
Most believe that focus on job
ing global technology
peace for not just
creation
to
continue
to
address
players in India and
America but the world,”
unemployment rate
Indian
technology
he tweeted.
players globally, extends
President Trump’s
its warmest congratulations to President- tenure was particularly considered quite
elect Joe Biden, and vice-president elect harsh for the technology industry in genKamala Harris,” the industry body said in eral and IT outsourcing in particular. This
a statement. “A key challenge the sector was not so much owing to policy changes
faces is the lack of required STEM talent but because of the uncertainty associated
in the US, clearly highlighted by the high with it. The outgoing regime had taken
degree of overall unemployment on one several decisions with regard to immigrahand, and more than half a million job tion though executive orders that made

ON THE FACE OF IT

things a bit uncertain in the short term.
“The more impactful aspect of a Biden
victory is that the US will no longer have a
president who is actively shaping public
sentiment against the outsourcing industry,” said Peter Bendor-Samuel, founder &
CEO at Everest Group, a management consulting and research firm.
Indian and offshore-focussed IT outsourcing services industry has been traditionally dependent on short-term business visas given the nature of business
they are into. Persons of Indian origin constitute a huge chunk of the workforce
among the immigrants in several top US
technology companies as well as start-ups.
According to a 2019 report, more than
half of the country’s top artificial intelligence (AI) talent base in the US is composed of foreign nationals, including
Indians. Large American corporations
including Microsoft, Google, IBM and
Adobe are now helmed by people of
Indian origin.
“As we did in 2016, we offer our congratulations to the President & vice-president-elect Joe Biden and Kamala Harris.
As we move forward as a nation, we look
forward to helping build bridges to close
the gaps that divide us,” said Brad Smith,
in a blog post, which was shared by
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella in social
media platforms.

to heal deep political
wounds afflicting US

J

oe Biden has now secured the requisite number of electoral college
votes to emerge as the winner in
the US presidential elections.
How much will a change at the White
House herald an opportunity for the US
to overcome the deeply conflicted
American polity? Was Trump one of a
kind aberration whose impact will begin
to fade away as a new Democratic
administration takes charge? Or was he
merely good at exploiting the ingrained
societal faultlines which have surfaced
in an era of declining economic opportunity and rising inequalities? How
much political agency will a new
President have if the US Senate continues to be dominated by the
Republicans and a Supreme Court
stacked with ultra-conservative justices?
What will a change in administration
mean for US foreign policy, particularly
in relation to China? For India that will
be the significant marker as its own geopolitical space narrows relentlessly.
What will be a change in the White
House mean for American ability to
bring the raging pandemic under control without which economic recovery
will remain an ephemeral expectation.
Trump is a political aberration in his
total disinterest in governance.
Institutions have been important as
instruments of personal and political
patronage. His administration has seen
some of highest turnover in senior-level
positions. Arbitrariness and whimsicality in both appointments and policies
have been the hallmark
of this Presidency. It
has hard to imagine
that this style and character of un-governance
will linger on in his
absence. There will be
a welcome sense of
return to normal processes of governance, a
picking up of the pieces
and getting down to
SHYAM SARAN
work again. The highly
disruptive Trumpian
overlay will recede.
What will not change is a political
landscape that mirrors the deep racial,
ideological, and economic divisions
which triggered a civil war in America
a century and a half ago. Its echoes are
still heard across the US. These divisions have simmered under the surface,
erupting into violence and angry confrontations in times of stress. These tensions have been building up for some
time, exacerbated by economic distress,
demographic transition, and a diminishing stature in a rapidly transforming
geopolitical terrain. Trump did not
unleash these forces but he was
masterly in exploiting them to his political advantage. It will take extraordinary
political leadership to begin the long
walk back from the precipice.
Joe Biden’s speech on November 6
was presidential, preaching reconciliation and national solidarity. He has
already introduced a much-needed
tone of civility and politeness in political discourse without which the healing
of a lacerated society cannot begin. But
true reconciliation can only be pursued
with an ambitious agenda of economic
and social reform, a change in attitudes
of law enforcement and judicial
authorities and a broad consensus over
America’s future as a vibrant and plural
society. This is a New Deal of
Rooseveltian proportions and Biden
faces heavier odds in pushing this
agenda through.
Republican control of the Senate
may remain intact and stymie any legislative endeavour to shift towards a more
egalitarian agenda. One of the ironies
in America, as indeed in other democracies, is how an economically distressed community, in this case of the

RBI’s Rao delivers new curve ball to NBFCs
SUBRATA PANDA & ANUP ROY

SIZE & GROWTH
OF NBFC SECTOR

Mumbai, 8 November

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Deputy
Governor M Rajeshwar Rao’s call for
aligning the regulatory framework
for non-banking financial companies (NBFC) with the “principle of
proportionality” and scaling down
their “network externalities within
the financial system” throws a curve
ball to the sector.
Talking about incentives to convert into banks and scaling down on
network externalities could mean
several things.
It could either be reducing the
acceptance of public deposits and
substituting them with external
commercial borrowing (ECB). Or it
could be cutting down their connections with sections of the financial
system so that any possible contagion arising out of the failure of one
big NBFC does not bring down the
whole system, experts say.
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This is not a new demand by the
central bank. The regulation pursued for NBFCs is what the central
bank describes as “light-touch”.
NBFCs don’t have to maintain
cash reserves and statutory liquidity
ratios in the way banks do, although
their capital adequacy ratio should
be at least 15 per cent as against the
banks’ 12 per cent.
NBFCs so far also did not need

to maintain high-quality liquid
assets the way banks have to. But
from December this year, that will
change. Importantly, NBFCs do not
have priority-sector lending obligations. It is another matter that some
NBFCs specialise in those areas.
But those light-touch regulations
seem inadequate when one considers the size of the NBFC sector.
Between March 31, 2009, and
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March 31, 2019, the assets of NBFCs
grew at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 18.6 per cent, while
the balance sheets of scheduled
commercial banks (SCBs) grew at a
CAGR of 10.7 per cent.
The aggregate balance sheet of
NBFCs increased from 9.3 per cent
to 18.6 per cent of that of banks during the corresponding period.
The asset size of NBFCs (includ-

ing housing finance companies), as
of March 31, 2020, was ~51.47 trillion.
In terms of interconnectedness, at
the end of 2019-20, NBFCs have been
the largest net borrowers from the
financial system, of which more
than half was from banks, followed
by asset management companiesmutual funds (AMC-MFs), and
insurance companies, the deputy
governor said in his speech.
It is understandable that the central bank would want to regulate the
sector more.
Officials in the NBFC sector seem
to be not too concerned about the
views of the central bank.
“The basic point that the deputy
governor stressed was the principle
of proportionality when it came to
regulation. NBFCs which are large
and have a lot of externalities
obviously carry a spill-over risk in
the financial system, and thus
should be subject to stringent regulation, which is comparable to

middle and lower middle class whites,
is complicit with a politics which
worsens their situation but enables
the privileged among their ranks to
retain and further accumulate their
immense wealth. Would the prospects
of enhanced economic opportunities
help transcend the acute racial and
ethnic divisions that have riven
America apart?
A new President may be able to tinker
at the edges, for example, in overhauling
the country's rickety infrastructure,
using funds currently available at historically low interest rates. Or in investing
in US education and science and technology using the fear of China acquiring
a dominating edge. The Republicans
may well acquiesce in such critical policy
departures. And this may bring on the
green shoots of bipartisanship.
It is on the foreign policy front that
we may see more significant changes
both in style and substance. Confronted
with a more challenging domestic polity, there will be an inevitable preference to be more active on the external
front where a President is less constrained by Congress and Court. Biden
has extensive diplomatic experience
and will be more surefooted in the international arena. Expect him to return to
the Paris Climate agreement with the
US playing more of a leading role on a
looming global threat. US may suspend
its exit from the World Health Organization though restoring US funding for
it may be more difficult. US may even
return as active participant in the Iran nuclear
deal which will be good
news for India both in
terms of energy security and pursuing
infrastructure projects
like the Chahbahar port
and the North-South
transport corridor. The
Gulf kingdoms will be
disappointed and the
Israelis wary. Biden will
work hard to restore
strong ties with the European Union
and its NATO allies and with Japan and
Australia. On China, confrontation is
likely to continue though on a lower
key. After the dust settles, high level
engagement with China may resume,
seeking a better balance between
competition and the need to seek
mutual accommodation on certain critical global challenges such as Climate
Change. Not much may change on the
trade front though reform of the WTO
may return on the active agenda.
For India, a Biden administration
will be a more predictable and steady
partner, rooted in an overall convergence of strategic interests. India will
continue to matter to the US in its geopolitical contestation with China and in
dealing with a whole set of global challenges like Climate Change, Cyber
Security,
Space
Security
and
International Terrorism. What the Modi
government may not be able to count
on is transactional spin-offs available
on occasion with Trump.
Bi-partisan support for India in the
Congress will continue but there will be
greater scrutiny of its record on human
rights, Kashmir and deteriorating environment for exercise of press freedom.
Overall, there should be more propitious
and sustainable basis for a stronger
India-US partnership rooted in shared
interests with diminished salience of
shared political values. An early reaching out to the new incumbent in the
White House and strong engagement
with the transition team must be pursued to ensure there are no surprises in
what is now the most important bilateral relationship for India.
(The writer is a former foreign secretary
and senior fellow, CPR)

banks,” said Raman Aggarwal, chair
(NBFCs), Council for International
Economic Understanding (CIEU).
The interconnectedness, experts
say, can be brought down in many
ways. It could be reducing deposit
taking, giving away raising ECBs, or
raising ECBs instead of deposits.
Experts also say many large NBFCs
would have no problem getting regulated at par with banks, and still
not want to convert into banks.
“Some regulations for NBFCs are
much stricter than those for banks,”
said the head of one NBFC.
Besides, as a result of the RBI’s
strengthening of banking licence
rules, industrial houses cannot
apply for them. Many large NBFCs
are run by industrial houses.
According to Anil Gupta, vicepresident and sector head of ICRA,
the primary concern seems to be the
liability side of the NBFCs because
of their sizable dependence on
banks. The RBI wants to reduce the
interconnectedness of the NBFCs,
especially of the larger ones, with
the banking system. “If NBFCs can

build their own liability base or
reduce their size, it reduces the interconnectedness. This can happen if
larger NBFCs convert into banks or
shrink their balance sheet, hence the
liability towards the bank goes down
and so does the interconnectedness,” said Gupta.
Some NBFCs have become too
big and may not want to shrink their
balance sheet. They target growing
their assets under management
15-20 per cent each year. This can
pose rollover risks or liquidity risks.
“The transition of large NBFC to
a bank has its own set of challenges
because deposits built up can
require huge investments in the
branch network and could have long
gestation periods,” Gupta said.
Some interconnectedness can be
reduced by the central bank itself.
“Any regulator can use technology
tools to track in real-time if any promoters of financial institutions are
borrowing from domestic markets
and probably even have a limit for
such borrowings,” said Srinath
Sridharan, markets commentator.

